
flat meeting 20100616

Present: Krzysztof, Gabe, Farid, Farid's wet bum, Dan, Finn.

Trailers: We will get one from cyclenord sud. Maybe interested in two. Will try one, and see how it 
goes. $275 is way more than what we payed for our last trailer, so let's see if it's worth it. Note: we can 

order replacement attachment pieces from Babac for the old one. Let's ask about picking up the new 
one in the next week so it can come along on a Babac order pick up.

BQAM (Stephanie): they want a plan of the space and what we get from our supporting organisation, to 
help argue for their own permanent space. Finn will send them an email re our relationship with SSMU 
and McGill. Dan and Farid found a floor form by JR, so Gabe will scan it. Some recommend that we 

make what we get sound awesome and huge and include back rubs for tired mechanics.

Recycling boxes (and lots of them): Krzysztof followed (discreetly) the recycling collection people as 
they took away recycling boxes on his street. He tracked them back to their base and, when no one was 

looking, made off with a tall stack of green boxes in a myriad of sizes. They will make awesome 
storage bins for our used parts, so lets hope they wander over soon. Apparently acquisition of the same 

materials may have been possible through legal means, as another McGill group just asked for them 
and got their own pile.

Workshops: Myrill wants confirmation that workshops are on friday. They are on Fridays as of July 1st, 
2010. Thumbs up all around.

Babac's bogus delivery: We got a box from babac this week, but it was all stuff that we don't need, so 
Krzysztof wants to bring it back and pick up stuff from their warehouse. Monday looks to be the fun-

time-day for Krzysztof, Farid and Dan as they go to explore what is left in babac's storage space.

RagMan! Friday afternoon is the time for rag picking up, as there will be people around for the ITYC 
bike fixin' afternoon.

Yeah for Stuart at the daily: ' advice column should totally happen.

ITYC:  Need more volunteers for this friday? Hope Zinta is not yet left for the lavtian festivities at that 
time.

Retreat July 9th.. lets talk about it soon. Someone needs to talk to MOC house about that week end, 
though some people object to associating with hippy types.

School schmool needs to be contacted re artcle and blurb. Finn will to that pronto. Let's work out the 
year's workshop schedule for next year during next meeting. Bring your ideas about scheduling order, 

reform and alternatives.


